
Practicai cure for HfV
ef

aeoutroversia vision
few years ago anyone who

of a cure for the AIDS virus
n alllikelihood have met with

a sad ironic smile
Yes HIV could be treated But wiyed

out Only indreanas
nüs wisdom had deep roots In 1996

antiretroviral drugs began to turn the tide
against HIV By suppressing the pathogen
they helped patients dodge a death sen
teztce

But early joy that this was the end of
HIV was replaced by cruel disappointment
for scientists discovered reservoirs where
residual pockets of the virus hole up

As soon as the drugs are stopped HIV
rebounds finm theae lairs attacMng the
1D4 imznune cells withfresh contempt
Yet a growing band of scientists is confi

dent that thesefinal redoubts can be
assailed They have a lofty dazzling but
also controversielviaion of a practical cure
for the human iznmunodeftciency virus
HIV
The goal was tormally embraced at the

world fvrum on raedical science for AIDS

where the group issued a declaration the
Rome Statement and a broad three
pronged strategy

It s the right moment to stimulate
research for an HIV cure using a multidis
ciplinary approach s said the group s
leader Franze s 2008 Nobel laureate
Francoise Barre sinotassi whoin 1983 co
identified HIV as the source ofAIDS

We are very optimietic that a function
al cure is possible o
nze canapaign hat nazxaed a scientific

working groupincluding sorue heavy hit
ters in research and urged the questto be
numbered anaong the prioritiea in the war
on AIDfl

Ibday leas than 100 million dollars is
spent annually on reservoir research a
figure dwarfed by the hundreds of millions
devoted to HIV vaccine research and the
billions spent on drugs

The four day conterence in Rome gath
ers 5 500 specialists ranging from virolo
gists to pharmacologiats and disease track
ers

Amorzg the ävertnea for reservoir

research is a component of the immune sys
tem called resting memozy T cells

Like an inactivated yrogranzz9eina
coruputer they lie dormant sometimes for
decades and are invisible to the immune
eystem

They leap back into life when imrnune
defenders spot an intrudeg they have seen
before

An HIV patient has about a million
infected resting memory T cells research
has fbund

One approach called shock and Mll
will beto activate these residual cells so
that they start to crank out viruses and
are thus identified and destroyed
Other potential reservoirs are the

brain the genital area the gaetro intesti
nal tract bloori stem cells and immune
forces called macrophage cells

Even so once the virus has beenflusheh
out and attacked with new drugs it is
unlikely to be wiped out entirely The more
modest goalright now is to tiestroy its
numbersas tar as vossible crioolinit its
ability to rzboünd
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